The 1st International Workshop on Governance in Software Engineering (GISE’20), co-located with ICSE 2020

Friday July 3, 2020 - Virtual Workshop

Program:

All times are in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time)

08:45am - 09:00am  Welcome Note: “Why Governance in Software Engineering?”
                    Wahab Hamou-Lhadj and Séverine Sentilles

09:00am - 09:25am  Software Engineering in a Governed World: Opportunities and Challenges
                    Jagadeesh Chandra Bose R P, Kapil Singi, Vikrant Kaulgud, Sanjay Podder
                    and Adam Burden

09:25am - 09:50am  Illuminating a Blind Spot in Digitalization – Software Development in
                    Sweden's Private and Public Sector
                    Markus Borg, Joakim Wernberg, Thomas Olsson, Ulrik Franke and
                    Martin Andersson

09:50am - 10:15am  Break

10:15am - 10:40am  Data Sovereignty Governance Framework
                    Kapil Singi, Swapnajeet Gon Choudhury, Vikrant Kaulgud,
                    Jagadeesh Chandra Bose R P, Sanjay Podder and Adam P Burden

10:40am - 11:05am  Society-Level Software Governance: A Challenging Scenario
                    Juergen Musil, Angelika Musil, Danny Weyns and Stefan Biffl

11:05am - 11:15am  Break

11:15am - 11:40am  Extending Software Development Governance to meet IT Governance
                    Carlos Juiz and Ricardo Colomo-Palacios

11:40am - 12:15pm  Invited talk: Privacy Compliance Challenges and Opportunities for Smart
                    Applications
                    Sepideh Ghanavati

12:15pm - 12:45pm  Discussion and Take-aways